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Pictured here is a combination solution of a Sectional over head door [in the high open position] along with an automati-

cally operated high-speed flexible door in the closed position preventing heat loss as well as prevent the entry of vermin 

and birds. 

Serchek Industrial doors has  been designing, installing and maintaining sectional overhead doors for 

more than 20 years. Our supplier base consists of some of the best known brands in insulated door 

products from across Europe.  

Our Process 

In consultation with the end user, we as-

sess the parameters of the door installa-

tion having regard to the type of business 

operation itself, the number of open / 

close cycles per day,  environmental, safe-

ty, energy and security considerations. 

Based on our extensive experience of the 

Industrial door sector, we can then offer 

an engineered solution comprising a prod-

uct or combination of products which we 

can easily source, supply and install.   

Our experienced crew is made up of a 

team of several Mechanical Engineers, 

Mechanical fitters and Electricians.  Site 

safety is a key component of Serchek’s ser-

vice offering. 

Our doors comply with BS EN 13241-

1:2003. 
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It is increasingly recognised in industry that key to having a safe system of work at goods in / goods out 

is to have a well-specified and properly engineered loading bay solution. 

In partnership with carefully chosen suppliers, 

Serchek has been pro-actively growing it’s 

knowledge base in the critical service of in-

stalling and maintaining loading bays. 

From specification stage through to after-

sales, we are positioned to save your installa-

tion costs by matching the requirements of 

your operation very closely to the most keenly 

tailored and most technically  engineered solu-

tion.  

Dock Levellers 

Incorporating mechanical, hydraulic and engi-

neering components, as well as electrical con-

trols, dock levellers require experience based inputs at all stages of installation.  Our engineering 

team are now regularly installing machinery from cutting out pits through to fitting final accessories 

such as wheel guides and safety lights, to commissioning controls and carrying out after-sales checks. 
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